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Abstract
This paper presents a new position on the fundamental questions about quantum measurement, consciousness, and soul, which
contradicts at least one sacred assumption of every major player in today’s debates. It starts from a first person viewpoint, which
may be characterized as Rational German existentialism, in the spirit of Goethe, Von Neumann, Heisenberg, and Raiffa. On that
foundation, it rejects the obsolete concepts of primal ontology, supports the quest for a unified objective mathematical model of what
underlies all of our experience, and concludes that we should simply not take a rigid position at this time on three possible types of
Btheory of everything^ (1) the Bmultiverse^ theory, according towhich, we live in a Bmultiverse,^ an infinite dimensional space like the
proposals of Everett, Wheeler, and David Deutsch, or a similar infinite-dimensional realistic theory; (2) hard core Einsteinian theories,
assuming a finite dimensional cosmos, whichmaywell be salvageable mathematically in light of newwork on quantummeasurement,
but which would require understanding ourselves as an odd sort of Bshadows of Plato’s Cave^; (3) something much weirder, like
randomgraphs, Bdigital universe^ or cosmos as a vast neural network (of what telos?). It rejects the idea that quantummeasurement has
any connection to the emergent phenomena of consciousness or the soul. Further work building on this foundation rejects the classic
formulation of noosphere fromDe Chardin and Vernadsky, but proposes that an entire species of noospheres permeating our cosmos is
plausible under (1) and (2), and may in fact be the most plausible basis for explaining veridical weird experience for those of us who
find it inescapable.
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Introduction

It is well known in neuroscience that intense hormones usually
suppress the higher centers of the brain, causing something of a
regression in thought and in behavior. At present, this phenom-
enon is especially visible in politics, where people are driven to
extreme, emotional polarization, in a way which couples policy
issues together in ways which make no sense objectively. Why,
for example, should support for the Old Testament and even for
stoning outsiders be coupled to the worldview expressed in Ayn
Rand’s classic novel Atlas Shrugged?

Globaldebatesonconsciousness, quantumtheory, and the soul
have also aroused intense emotions, and created couplings in our
culturewhicharenot there in reality.Thispaperwill try topresenta

worldviewontheseissueswhichwillprobablybeoffensivetoallof
themajor spokesmenfor today’spositions, inpart, because it com-
bines some elements from all of them, but in part, because it starts
froma first person foundationwhich is very idiosyncratic in some
respects (although there aremanypaths up the samemountain).

For the sake of coherence and intelligibility, the paper will
begin by stating what the first person foundation is, and moving
step by step through the points raised in the abstract.

Brief Summary of Rational German
Existentialism

The Starting Point, from Church to Bertrand Russell,
Nietzsche, Confucius, and Freud

First, let me state the underlying assumptions from more than
50 years ago which led me to this position in later years, after
decades of cross-disciplinary research.
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The deepest assumptions or axioms which any scientist or
philosopher builds upon cannot be proven or disproven by the
use of words alone or of value-free general logic (Kant 1999;
Werbos 2012).

Logic alone cannot answer the most central questions of
philosophy, about the meaning of life or even just the proper
way to learn things. When I tried to do this at age 15, while
taking the graduate course of Alonzo Church on logic, I re-
ceived a letter from Bertrand Russell summarizing the prob-
lem quite simply, roughly: BNo system of axioms which do
not already include words like ‘good’ or ‘should’ as axioms
can possibly deduce a valid conclusion using such words.^
But then I realized I cannot use logic or any valid kind of
reason to answer the question BWhat should I do? ^. But I
can use mymind, and all of its faculties, to ask BWhat would I
do if I were wise? More precisely, what answer would fully
satisfy me after I consider all aspects, using all my faculties?^

This led to a starting point in life which I now sometimes
call Bthe first person scientific method^ (Werbos 2015). It
simply entails a full self-awareness or consciousness of what
I am doing as a human individual: learning directly about the
vast stream of feelings coming to me (sensory feelings, echoes
of my own actions, inner feelings, and a direct sense of Bthis
good^ and Bthis bad^ (Nietzsche 1956) or Bthis light^ and
Bthis dark^), and sincerely trying to make sense of them, di-
rectly, using the full gamut of tools available to me, from
direct sensitivity to mathematics, in an integrated way, and
also trying to develop concepts and strategies for how to act
on them. This viewpoint is essentially just a development of
the concept of Bintegrity^ (zhengqi) developed by Confucius
and Meng Tzu, and of the concept of Bsanity^ implicit in the
work of Freud (Werbos 2015).

As I began to apply this approach to guiding my own life,
three further refinements came into the picture.

First Refinement: Assimilation of Von Neumann,
Raiffa, and Hebb

First, in the realm of ethics (the larger framework which epis-
temology contributes to, just as the predictive thalamo-
cortico-thalamic loops in the brain are a subsystem of the
larger intelligent decision and control performed by the whole
brain (Werbos 2012; Werbos and Davis 2016)), I wanted a
more concrete metric or articulation of my sense of Bthis
good^ and Bthis bad^, more powerful in guiding action than
the somewhat loose and even dangerously erratic and incoher-
ent thoughts and behavior which one could see in some of the
followers of Nietzsche or Ayn Rand (2005). Thus I came to
see the concept of cardinal utility function (Von Neumann and
Morgenstern 2007) and the related concept of first person,
subjective probability estimates (Raiffa 1968), as key founda-
tions required for full self-awareness and sanity, even at the
most basic mundane level. I also came to understand the

general concept of neural network mathematics in particular
(Hebb 1949) as a tool both for more accurate self-awareness
and for attaining the full potential effectiveness of myself and
of others in using the full faculties of mind (Werbos 2012).
More recently, I wonder how close my developments before
college mirrored a turning point in the life of John Stuart Mill
(Micale and Micale 2009), when he continued to be a utilitar-
ian but restructured what this meant to him in personal terms.

Second Refinement: from Hebb to Serious Questions
and Study of Psi

Second, as an undergraduate at Harvard, I openedmyself up to
feeling the full power of many types of intelligent Bclassical^
or Bmodern^ Western music, and I even tried at times to ob-
serve Bfrom afar^ the workings of my own brain, as one way
to get clues about the questions of functional neuroscience
which I pursued ever more intensely. Probably that is why I
had a kind of shock in my first person experience in
March 1967 (Werbos 2006, 2018), a shock which forced me
to reassess my probability assessment regarding paranormal
or psychic or spiritual experience. Previously, I had agreed
exactly with Hebb’s assessment (Hebb 1949) that the proba-
bility that such things are real is very tiny; however, in the face
of veridical facts utterly inescapable to me personally (sup-
ported by previous experiences I remembered but had
discounted or repressed), I decided it was then 50–50.

Having open eyes, and even experimenting some, I then
had many further experiences culminating in the common
kind of experience which Greeley and McReady talk about
(Greeley and McCready 1975; Krishna 2017), which pushed
my personal subjective probability to more than 99% that this
stuff is real, that it is central to my efforts to understand life,
and that I needed to read very widely to learn whatever I could
from others (still preserving proper scientific skepticism and
working to understand human biases). I now view my state of
mind in 1964 as only a kind of first-stage zhengqi; the full
integration of that with first personal psi inputs is second-order
integrity (Nietzsche 1956), following the concepts of
Alchemical Marriage, the very core of the Rosicrucian
Manifesto of the 1600s.

I now view the first-stage version of zhengqi, taught by
narrow and feudalistic teachers like ZhuXi, as a weak and
incomplete reflection of the original ideas of Confucius and
Meng Tzu, which included a full and direct study and use of
many levels of Bqi^ (Fung 1967). In a loose and practical sense
(Hegel 1861), Mao Tse-Tung may be understood as the essen-
tial spiritual antithesis to ZhuXi, opening the door to a more
complete understanding of Meng Tzu and the greater form of
zhengqi, and a hope for a more sustainable culture and society.

Second stage zhengqi naturally drove me to apply first
person science more energetically to making sense of the
realm of psi and of the mind, but also drove me to working
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in a scientific way on the question: BHow could anything like
this be physically possible?^ I did not want to be like those
people interviewed by Greeley (Greeley Greeley and
McCready 1975; Fromm 1976) who simply regressed to prim-
itive thinking, and gave up on the search for more coherent,
complete, and general (cosmopolitan) understanding.

Third Refinement, Quantum Physics: From Monism
to Dualism/Stapp to Dual Aspect Monism

In the summer of 1968, working at the Rand Corporation (an
experience which reaffirmed my conclusion that reality is tru-
ly Bweird^ by normal standards), I read my first text on quan-
tum physics, followed by intense further courses as part of the
Harvard PhD program in applied mathematics.

Before that, like Hebb and like Einstein (and like ‘tHooft
today (Hooft 2014)), I had a reasonably strong belief in the
concept of objective reality. More precisely, I accepted
BEinsteinian realism,^ which I hereby define as the belief that
absolutely everything which exists in our cosmos, everything
which we can ever know about, is simply the emergent out-
come of the operation of certain unknown nonlinear partial
differential equations (PDE) over a finite dimensional space-
time. This was not part of my philosophical axioms, nor was it
part of Einstein’s. (Some historians have written that (Kant
1999) was Einstein’s favorite book at one point in his life.)
Rather, after hundreds of years of progress in Western mathe-
matical physics, this seemed like the natural obvious end point
to expect. Even my experience in March 1968 had not
changed that. This idea that we live in just one reality, one
universe, is one form of the ancient philosophy of Bmonism,^
debated for millennia in India (Hume 1921).

But then I read about the starting point and work of
Heisenberg and Niels Bohr (whom my wife says is a distant
cousin, from the same esoterically inclined region near Trier).
They too were obviously rational German existentialists, at
least to the level of stage one. Heisenberg reminded us rational
German existentialists that theories of physics are really just
part of our efforts to predict the stream of experience ever
more completely and ever more precisely. (We hold that it is
not natural to just retreat into fuzzy gibberish when a better
alternative is visible to us.) In this view, a theory of physics
could be a theory about how objective reality works, but it
does not necessarily have to be such. Einsteinian realism is
just one of the options available to us. Heisenberg’s version of
quantum mechanics was a different option.

Henry Stapp explained the viewpoint of Heisenberg to neu-
roscientists as follows (Stapp 1998): BThe core idea was that
the basic physical theory was no longer directly about a phys-
ical world that was conceived to exist apart from anyone’s
knowledge of it.^ It offered what he called a pragmatic ap-
proach, predicting how consciousness as a kind of higher re-
ality would have impact on the physical universe. In his most

highly cited paper (Stapp 2004), he elaborated on the concept
of qualia, the concept he is most famous for in debates on
consciousness. BThe central question is then: Why is the ac-
tualizing of this integrated pattern of activity felt as the per-
ceiving of the triangle? More generally: Why do brain events
fed the way they do? Qualia; The Experiential or Felt Quality
of Actual Events.^ This stimulated a great debate focusing the
nature of qualia, the first person subjective experiences of the
mind, fully in harmony with the efforts of Goethe and of
Nietzsche, but in a more scientific framework. This new view-
point is a form of dualism, also debated for millennia (Hume
1921).

Nevertheless, Einsteinian realism and a new form of real-
ism (which I call BFock space realism^) are also still options
which we are allowed to consider when we take the pragmatic
approach. If we build our physics on the foundations defined
by Von Neumann (Von Neumann and Morgenstern 2007) and
Raiffa (Raiffa 1968)), we will always remember that we our-
selves do not really know which option is ultimately true, and
that it is rational to pay serious attention to very different
options or possibilities at one time. Taking the pragmatic ap-
proach, wemay still follow the German existentialist approach
by focusing intense personal effort to understand qualia,
through Bfirst person science,^ pursued in parallel with the
third person effort to understand the ultimate laws of physics
(Werbos 2015). These versions of realism are formally an
example of Bdual aspect monism,^ in which we still assume
the existence of one mathematical reality, but give fundamen-
tal respect to the first person and third person viewpoints,
which are equally fundamental to us as people.

The integration of these viewpoints is also important; how-
ever, because the emphasis of this special issue is on the ulti-
mate laws of physics, the rest of this paper will focus almost
entirely on the third person aspect.

In the pragmatic viewpoint, either in Heisenberg’s option
or Einstein’s or in new possibilities, we define a theory of
physics as a body of mathematical assumptions which we
use to make predictions of experiments we can perform and
replicate in physics. Many philosophers have attacked that
approach by saying that all such theories are inherently incom-
plete. They do not Bexplain^ why the best available predictive
theory of physics Bhappens to be true ontologically.^ People
who take that too seriously are confused about the very nature
of science. Yes, it is rational to look for a deeper mathematical
theory to explain why the current theory emerges as a good
approximation (just as Einstein did to Newton with gravity),
when we might find empirical evidence to justify it, but it is
irrational to be unhappy with the need for a theory in which
the ultimate level of Bsubstance^ or Breality^ is just a set of
mathematical constructs like fields or functions defined over
some mathematical space. Those philosophers who publish
rants about Bphysicalism^ in modern science and then suggest
that consciousness must be explained by some physical
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substance like psychic phlogiston or moola praloola are gross-
ly unaware of what physics is today. They are like the people
who assumed that electromagnetic waves must be propagating
over some kind of ether; that kind of physicalism was replaced
by mathematicalism long ago, when people came to really
appreciate Maxwell’s Laws.

Modern culture has fractured very deeply, and failed to
achieve its own integrity, in the study of quantum mechanics.
One stream, rooted more in academic philosophy than in
physics, strives to develop ontological interpretations of quan-
tum mechanics (QM), which is frequently assumed to be just
one established mathematical theory yielding predictions
which everyone agrees on, developed in the 1920s. (For ex-
ample, even in this century I have heard Aharonov emphasize
in talks to NSF and elsewhere that his version of time sym-
metric physics as of that timewould yield predictions identical
to those of traditional QM.) Another stream, rooted more in
the effort to predict and model empirical data and to design
new systems (Dowling et al. 2007), gives first priority to un-
derstanding and using just two leading mathematical theories
(Weinberg 1995) about how to predict experiments in physics:
(1) canonical quantum field theory (QFT), still the primary
mainstay of electronics and photonics, the great breakthrough
of the 1950s which resulted in a Nobel Prize for Schwinger,
Feynman, and Tomonoga; (2) Feynman path QFT, the main-
stay today of high energy and particle physics. A third stream,
rooted in rigorous mathematics (Glimm and Jaffe 1981;
Streater and Wightman 1964; Earman and Fraser 2006), tries
to translate the prediction recipes which work in empirical
physics into theories which are provably self-consistent math-
ematical theories of how to make predictions.

Perhaps the greatest breakthrough in empirical QFT since
the development of canonical quantum electrodynamics
(QED) in the 1950s was the new version of QED developed
by David Deutsch of Oxford (Deutsch 1997), building on
earlier work by Everett and Wheeler (DeWitt and Graham
1973). In a way, this was just a new interpretation of canonical
QED, consistent with hard core philosophical realism (which I
tend to believe but do not take as certain or a priori). But it also
led to massive empirical success and useful new designs in the
realm of electronics and photonics (Deutsch 1985). All of our
hard core knowledge about local causal hidden variable theo-
ries in physics (Bell 1987; Clauser and Shimony 1978) is also
based on experiments in the domain of QED, within the scope
of Deutsch’s mathematical formulation of canonical QED. In
my view, a more complete understanding of the empirical
realm of QED is an essential prerequisite to a reliable com-
plete scientific understanding of how the cosmos works in
broader terms.

Deutsch’s version of canonical QED assumed that our cos-
mos is not just a curved Minkowski space-time, as in
Einstein’s general relativity (GR). Rather, it is an infinite di-
mensional BFock space^ (aka Bmultiverse^ or Bconfiguration

space^), patched together with time in a way which makes it
appear empirically that time is just another dimension even
though it is not. (No, Einstein did not like this, and mathema-
ticians still hope (Glimm and Jaffe 1981; Streater and
Wightman 1964) for a more transparently relativistic version
of QFT. Feynman path is transparently relativistic but not so
transparently meaningful mathematically.) Using Deutsch’s
version of canonical QED (Deutsch 1985, 1997), it is easy
enough to match the decisive Bell’s theorem experiments
using a measurement prediction rule which does not entail
any kind of metaphysical observer.

For myself, I now give equal subjective probability to three
possibilities for what the ultimate mathematical laws of phys-
ics may be:

(1) Einsteinian realism, which cannot yet be ruled out
(Werbos 1973, 1989, 2008), but which needs to confront
the very strong evidence for Bmacroscopic Schrodinger
cats (Friedman and Han 2003; Abdi et al. 2016)^, which
implies that quantum superposition applies even to mac-
roscopic objects like cats and humans (Nietzsche 1956)
and whole planets;

(2) multiverse realism, like Deutsch’s initial concept
(Deutsch 1997), with or without a modified measure-
ment theory (Werbos 2008, 2013a), with or without a
four dimensional version of Fock space (Streater and
Wightman 1964);

(3) something much weirder, such as cosmos as a random
graph (Wolfram 2002), a Bdigital universe^ (Bear 1993)
or a kind of vast intrinsic neural network yielding strange
but testable Bidealist^ phenomena like those in the movie
Inception. I begin to see ways to do a little serious em-
pirically grounded justice to possibilities in group (3),
but there are ever so many different possibilities in group
(3) that I view it as more promising to focus our efforts
mainly on possibilities (1) and (2) for now. There is a
huge difference between our long-term vision (subjective
probabilities) of what the ultimate distant mountains
might be, and our strategic sense of what we need to
learn next in order to find out. In discussing this third
set of possibilities, I initially referred to it as Bweirdism,^
but admitted that the term Bultraweirdism^ is more ap-
propriate, since even Einsteinian realism predicts many
things which seemweird or impossible to naïve intuition,
when we consider theories which allow for macroscopic
Schrodinger cats.

In truth, like De Broglie (DeBroglie and Mechanics 1960)
and Sutherland (Sutherland 2017), I have put enormous effort
into the search for PDE plausible as an Einsteinian Blaw of
everything^. However, no such models will be really credible
in empirical physics until at least one of them fully addresses
the first core empirical challenge, how to explain in
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mathematics why old QM did so well in predicting the spec-
trum of helium (Werbos 2013b). I have developed the new
mathematics which gives at least a sketch solution to that
problem (Werbos 2013c), though it requires that we explain
the Bpilot wave^ as a kind of FM statistical wave instead of the
old DeBroglie/Bohm idea of a more AM type of Blinear
wave.^ My initial analysis of the earlier work suggested at
first that one of them might actually meet the most critical
requirements (Werbos 2017a), but there are further require-
ments to fit what is known from the standard model of phys-
ics, and I have yet to publish any of the new candidate models
which I hope might be sufficient (because of more urgent
priorities here). In my view, we cannot create real credible
physics for possibility (1) until we recruit younger and better
mathematicians to this challenge; that in turn requires that we
use experiments to lay to rest the legitimate concerns of the
mainstream regarding the level of hope for local realistic the-
ories of physics. Rational German existentialism also tells me
that we need deeper efforts to advance possibilities (2) and (3)
as well, building on what a new theory to predict quantum
measurement can tell us.

Please forgive if I try to put this section into perspective by
telling an old story (as old men need to do, to pass on more
pure unedited first person experience). Years ago, when I or-
ganized an NSF workshop on engineering uses of neural net-
work technology, jointly sponsored by Mexico, I asked the
Mexican representative, Nydia Lara, why she wanted to use
a tree as the symbol of that conference. She said: BThis is the
sacred tree of the Mayans, the Si’an Kaan, which grows the
bridge between the peoples stuck in the mud and the people
lost in the clouds.^ Science does need mud and it does need
vision into the clouds, but a stronger bridge—the next big
thing in empirical QED—is what all of physics needs most
at this time, according to everything I have seen.

New Experiments to Nail Down Quantum
Measurement: The Next Big Need in Physics

The Core Challenge of Quantum Measurement

Following Stapp, Von Neumann’s formulation of quantum
mechanics consisted of two processes used in making
predictions:

Process 1: what is usually called Bquantummeasurement^ in
modern courses, comprising the eigenvector pro-
jection model of measurement, collapse of the
wave function, the Born rule, etc.

Process 2: quantum dynamics, which in canonical QED is
simply the Bmodern Schrodinger equation^ (not
what Schrodinger wrote!):

ψ
:
¼ iHψ ð1Þ

Strictly speaking, QED defined in this way gives grossly
inaccurate predictions in many experiments unless we add a
third process, BFermi’s Golden Rule,^ for spontaneous emis-
sion; that process is important, but for the sake of simplicity I
will say very little about it here.

Equation 1 is all we need to fully specify Process 2 in QED,
if we followDavid Deutsch and the original work in canonical
QED (Schwinger 1958; Mandl 1959) by specifying H as the
normal product form of the Maxwell-Dirac Hamiltonian.
Process 1 is what has not been fully nailed down yet in exper-
iments designed to test competing predictions of competing
theories.

The confusion and uncertainty about Process 1 even in
empirical physics (let alone ontological stuff) can be seen very
clearly by carefully studying the basic BBell^ experiment
(Fig. 1) of Clauser, Holt, Shimony, and Horn, which underlies
almost everything we really know about Blocal, causal hidden
variable theories^ (Bell 1987; Clauser and Shimony 1978;
Werbos 2013a).

It is well known that these experiments validate Bthe pre-
dictions of quantum mechanics,^ but how exactly were those
predictions calculated in the papers which reported that result?
These predictions were all based on a Bmeasurement^ of the
linear polarization on both channels, but when does the wave
function collapse, if it collapses at all?

Even in the practical field of Quantum Information Science
and Technology (QuIST), different models are used in practice
to make these kinds of predictions, and such differences have
actually led to different views of what designs would actually
work (Werbos 2008).

Some physicists would model the polarizer as an object
which performs a unitary transformation on the incoming
wave function, and assumes that a stochastic decision is made
at the detector, which passes on either a B1^ or a B0^ based on
the usual Born rule, without any human observer being

Fig. 1 Schematic of the BBell^ experiment of CHSH. The BSource^ is the
source of two entangled photons, a Bell state. The task is to measure R2,
the rate at which photons are counted at the same time on both counters,

as a fraction of R0, the rate at which pairs are produced, as a function of
the angles of the polarizers (Werbos 2013a)
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needed. Others would assume that there is no collapse until a
human looks at the printout. I have adapted (Werbos 2013a)
the methodology which is now standard in successful, empir-
ical quantum optics (Walls and Milburn 1994; Carmichael
1999; Mandel andWolf 1995) by modeling the polarizer itself
as a kind of stochastic object, which may input a pure wave
function but outputs a density matrix ρ which represents a
stochastic mix of possible outgoing wave functions. The be-
havior of most solid objects passing on quantum states of light
is modeled in detail by assuming that interactions of the light
with the unknown thermodynamic state of the object itself (the
reservoir) (Walls and Milburn 1994) is the source of
stochasticity. This approach reproduces all the standard pre-
dictions and standard details of calculation familiar in solid
empirical analysis of the Bell experiment (e.g., (Clauser and
Shimony 1978; Scully and Zubairy 1997)), without any con-
scious observers assumed or required whatsoever.

A New Approach to the Challenge of Quantum
Measurement

This leads to a new approach to the challenges of quantum
measurement: the challenge of developing, testing, and refin-
ing empirical models of objects like polarizers used in quan-
tum optics. This approach converts the metaphysical mystery
of quantummeasurement into an exercise in systematic device
characterization, an exercise which is really crucial to our
future ability to build new devices which fully exploit the
potential power of quantum technology. This is not an attack
on the existence of consciousness or the soul, but an effort to
get past equating those things with a pair of sunglasses.

Hugh Everett (DeWitt and Graham 1973) made a great
effort to simplify QED, by trying to derive Process 1 from
the emergent behavior predicted by Process 2. In (Werbos
2008), I explained why such a derivation is not logically pos-
sible, because the Born rule is asymmetric in time and Eq. 1 is
not. However, a fully coherent and realistic version of QED is
possible, with measurement models consistent with the dy-
namics (potentially derivable from the dynamics), simply by
modifying the measurement rules to conform with the con-
straints described in (Werbos 2008), which spells out my ver-
sion of time-symmetric physics (not to be confused with the
many other doctrines occasionally spoken about attached to
those words).We have actually performed those modifications
of the models for several objects, such as various types of
polarizers, both at the gross level assumed by the Born rule
and in continuous time models of what happens inside a
polarizer.

These modified models made predictions which are dis-
tinctly different from those of the Born rule. For example, in
(Werbos 2018b), I give more of the details of the predictions
of canonical QED for the all-angles triphoton experiment pro-
posed in (Deutsch 1985). Anyone who claims to believe in the

Born rule, and who acknowledges its importance, should be
interested in testing those canonical predictions, even though
they disagree sharply with what I predict from modified QED
(MQED), QEDmodified by retaining Eq. 1 and the multiverse
idea but modifying the models of measurement (andmaking it
possible to derive Fermi’s Golden Rule itself as a consequence
of the dynamics and the boundary conditions, an aspect of
canonical QED and CQED which I did not fully grasp when
I wrote (Werbos 2008).)

At this writing, preliminary results have been obtained for
one of the three streams of experiment and do appear to violate
the Born rule; however, this kind of new direction requires
great checking, scrutiny, and replication no matter how the
initial results come out. For now, it is enough to say that we
know these kinds of experiments are extremely important, not
only for quantum optics but for future technologies using re-
lated objects like spin gates (Werbos and Dolmatova 2016),
regardless of how they come out.

All of this physics does not tell us much about conscious-
ness or the soul, topics which require much more extended
discussion drawing on neuroscience, neural networks, first
person psychology, and related fields (Werbos 2012, 2015,
2017b, 2018 a; Werbos and Davis 2016). The first person
study of qualia in concrete useful detail can be grounded in
physics, but requires many, many further concepts about
emergent phenomena and about personal experience which
are not an explicit part of the ultimate laws of physics.
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